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Note: The main activities and events are reported in this document.
Comprehensive report of any branch can be furnished on request.
Azam E Pakistan- Independence Day Celebration
Independence Day is celebrated on August 14 to
rejoice and celebrate the fruits of freedom and
progress. This day, on one hand demonstrates
the significance of freedom, and reminds of the
sacrifices of our ancestors, and on the other
hand it unites the whole Pakistani nation under
one flag. If nations are united they can never be
defeated or destroyed, no matter how strongly
they are attacked. 14th August is certainly a time
for every Pakistani to review the rich and
dynamic Pakistan.
Dar ul Sukun celebrates the independent day every year
with a unique theme and message. This year Dar ul Sukun’s
message was “Azam-e-Pakistan”. Purpose of this theme is
to include the whole society to highlight the equal
opportunities, to create a social bond and acceptance of
person with disabilities within the society.
We invited Rear Admiral Zaka Ur Rehman (Director General
Pakistan Maritime Security Agency) as chief guest. The
ceremony was started with the brief visit of Dar ul Sukun by Mr. Morris Khursheed (General
Manager- Dar ul Sukun). Ms. Cookie Lewis (Special Educator- Dar ul Sukun) welcomed all
guests and Ms. Dheeraj Dill (Assistant Manager Senior Citizen- Dar ul Sukun) gave briefly
explanation of our theme “Azam-e-Pakistan”.
The ceremony was started with the “Flag Hosting Ceremony” and
National Anthem. It was held by the honorable chief guest Rear
Admiral Zaka Ur Rehman and representatives of Pakistan
Maritime Security Agency, Sr. Ruth Lewis (In charge- Dar ul
Sukun), Mr. Morris Khursheed (General Manager- Dar ul Sukun)
along with management team of Dar ul Sukun and Audience.

Celebrations started with the recitation of Holy Quran
by Mr. Faizan (Physiotherapist- Dar ul Sukun), Holy
Geeta by Mr. Raju (Chef- Dar ul Sukun) and Holy Bible
by Sr. Sana (Special Educator- Dar ul Sukun)
Then Sr. Ruth (In Charge-Dar ul Sukun) welcomed
chief guest by presenting him bouquet of love for his
precious time and support for children of Dar ul Sukun.
Chief Guest Rear Admiral Zaka Ur Rehman presented
Shield to Sr. Ruth Lewis.
Children of Rehabilitation Department performed tableau on national song which was
prepared by Ms. Jenifer (Dance Teacher- Rehabilitation Dar ul Sukun) and other children sung
marvelous national song with the help of Rehab staff.
In the end Chief guest distributed goody bags to the children of Dar ul Sukun

Evening Celebration:
On 14th August evening, Dar ul Sukun celebrated Independence Day with Dolmen Mall Hyderi.
Dolmen Mall team invited 15 children along with 8 staff members of Dar ul Sukun. Ms. Cookie
Lewis (Special Educator) gave brief description about Dar ul Sukun work and Ms. Rabia Feroz
Ali (Coordinator- Training & Development) gave awareness on Disability to the public. Children
of Dar ul Sukun showed their talent by performing dance and singing songs. Dolmen Mall
team arranged colour competition and fast food for everyone.

Trainings and Development- Dar ul Sukun
S. No
01.
02.
03.

Title
Mindfulness Trainings
Responsible Caring
Curative Teachers Training

No. of Trainings
04
01
01

Training Session on Mindfulness in the Month of August 2018
Mindfulness Session 6
Mindfulness session 6 was conducted on 4th August 2018. This session was attended by 03
special educators and 6 Intellectually Disable participants. Aim of the session was to increase
awareness skills, revise three parts of mindfulness and introduce "Soles of the Feet" exercise.
Soles of the feet exercise control the aggressive behavior of a mentally ill person.

Mindfulness Session 7
Mindfulness session 07 was conducted 10th of August
2018 and it was attended by three Special Educators
and six Intellectual Disable Participants. Facilitator
started the session by objective of the session which
was to boost body awareness skills, repeat three parts
of mindfulness and introduce mindful stretching work
out. These exercises loosen up the body, open the cells,
develop greater flexibility and strengthen muscles.
Mindfulness Session 8
Mindfulness session 07
was conducted on 18th of
August
2018.
Three
Special Educators and
four Intellectually Disable
members took part in this

session. Aim of the session was to enhance body
awareness skills, summarize three parts of mindfulness
and introduce mindfulness actions. Mindful action was
performed by each member. Participants were provided
with an activity from everyday life. Facilitators
helped participants to notice their senses throughout the
activity.

Mindfulness Session 9
Ninth session was conducted on 25th of August 2018. Three
Special Educators and six Intellectual Disable participants
took part in this session.
Aim of the session was
to practice mindfulness
skills in one mindfulness
activity and increase
familiarity to one mindfulness activity. They practice on
three mindfulness principles: focus on now, without
judgment and listen to your senses.
Responsible Caring
Working with person
with disabilities is really a
challenging task. To
overcome
all
the
challenges
and
difficulties Dar ul Sukun
provides
in
house
training to our caregivers. This session was conducted by
Dr. Sohail Yonus (Head of Medical Department- Dar ul Sukun) on 16th August 2018. He talked
about “Effective care and handling of PWDs”
Curative Teacher Training
Curative teachers training is a guidance program specially
drafted for the teachers of Dar ul Sukun to train them about
the ways and to provide them with professional guidelines on
how to treat a child and how to give direct to a child. To
enhance teacher’s professional development Dar ul Sukun
arranged in house training session on “Introduction to

Different
Disabilities” by
Dr. Rabia Gull
(PsychologistDar ul Sukun)
on 18th August
2018 in which
she discussed about three types of disabilities: ADHD, stuttering and autism.

Corporate Social Responsibility activities in the month of August
Hygiene Home Reckitt Benckiser CSR Activity:

On 8th August 2018 team of internees came for CSR activities with children of Dar ul Sukun.
Team was consisted of current internees of Reckitt & Benckiser Company. They were sent by
the company to do CSR as a part of their internship task. Children participated whole heartedly
in every activity planned by the internees came from Reckitt Benckiser. Internees didn’t only
get involved with kids but also visited all departments of rehabilitation center including
sensory room, gym, physiotherapy department, psychology department, music room and
occupational therapy room.
HS Consultant (PVT) Ltd CSR Activity:
On 11th August 2018 HS Consultant (PVT) Ltd planned CSR activity for the children of Dar ul
Sukun. In which 20 internees of The Millennium University College participated. Ms. Iqra
(counseling manager- HS Consultant) was heading the team. Internees brought lunch and
they had lunch with rehabilitation children. Before leaving they distributed gifts to the
residence of Dar ul Sukun.

Al-Baraka Bank:
On the occasion of Eid-ul-Adha Al-Baraka Bank organized CSR for children of Dar ul Sukun. Ms.
Rahila Ismail (Senior Vice President- Al-Baraka Bank) was heading the team. Whole team was
engaged with children. They arranged snacks, different games and Eid gifts for the children.
After their CSR activity team of Al-Baraka Bank had a visit session of Dar ul Sukun building by
Ms. Rabia Feroz Ali (Coordinator- Training & Development). During visit she gave introduction
about Disability and discussed about the efforts of Dar ul Sukun staff.

VISITS IN THE MONTH OF AUGUST
S.NO Visit of Institutions
01
Visit of University of Karachi
(Sociology Department)
02
Visit of Medicare School of
Nursing
03
Visit of Seven Day Hospital

Date of the Visits
02-08-2018

No. of Visits
01

17-08-2018

01

21-07-2018

01

04

21-07-2018

01

Visit of The Scholar’s Foundation
School

Rehabilitation Department
Dar ul Sukun Rehabilitation Centre is to make a huge impact in the lives of neglected,
corporeal and psychologically challenged residents by giving them with finest quality
education and programs that endeavor to lighten suffering and advance the quality of their
lives. We improve their skills with intellectual, physical and other disabilities with the help of
recreational teachers and therapists. Our rehabilitation team are skilled and equipped to work
with sophisticated equipment. We use an interdisciplinary team approach to provide
diagnosis, prognosis and interventions towards achieving the treatment goals of every in
patient. The program is designed to restore the patient’s physical functions, relieve
discomfort and lessen the psychological, social and vocational impact of the injury or disease.
Rehabilitation Department comprised of several different professions including:
Special Education, Kindergarten & play room, Vocational Training, Psychology, Physiotherapy,
Occupational Therapy, Sports, Perception in Music and Speech and language

Special Education
Academics
A special school is a school catering for students who have special
educational needs due to severe learning difficulties, physical
disabilities or behavioral problems. Special school is specifically
designed, staffed and resourced to provide appropriate special
education for children with additional needs, so that they can learn the
same skills and information as other children in school. Our aim is to
provide appropriate education to children with special needs in order
to help them become as independent as possible. Each child works
according to his/her strengths.
Classroom 2
Purpose of Activities: Class 2 has encompassed on residents of students that are fall in mild
and moderate level in respect of Intellect and physical disability so the activities that have
been chosen by the teachers are based on improving their daily life skills and basic academics.
The major purpose is to provide and maintain those environmental conditions in schools that
are most conducive to the growth and learning of children with special needs.
Writing readiness (pre-writing) skills:
Pre-writing skills are the fundamental skills children need to
develop before they are able to write. These skills contribute to the
child's ability to hold and use a pencil, and the ability to draw, write,
copy, and color. Pre-writing skills are the lines and strokes kids

need to master and know BEFORE learning how to print the alphabet
Reading storybooks
Stories play a vital role in the growth and development of children. The books they read and
the characters they get to know can become like friends. It's also good for children to
understand that books are a useful source of information and that good reading skills
are important for success in their future live.
Classroom 1
Purpose of Activities: Seeing the fact that Class 1 has included on population of students that
are severe in nature in respect of Intellect, physical disability or behavioral complications so
the activities that have been chosen by the teachers are based on improving their daily life
skills and basic academics. The main purpose of our class is to keep the children engage and
stimulate them by changing their environment.
Music and Circle Time
Music triggers every subsystem in the brain, including areas that regulate feeling and
enthusiasm. Setting aside specific time to sit together and make music in a circle allows
children to bond with each other and gives them a sense of belonging to a group. Music time
can be especially beneficial to children who are non-verbal. For them, music can be a way of
expressing themselves and interacting with their peers.

Indoor Activities
Learning shapes through play

Sponge Activity

Playing Games in Computer

Foam Play dough

KINDERGARTEN
At playschool, children will raise socially and emotionally. Most significantly, children will be
learning to become an effective learner as they develop and extend their communication
skills, build their self-confidence, explore, learn to be creative, and develop skills that assist
them with reading, writing and mathematics

Vocational Training
The Rehabilitation Centre
conducts
vocational
education and training for
children to develop their
skills and capabilities in
order to bring them into
the mainstream into
society.

Psychology department
Many of the problems that rehabilitation
psychologists treat may be mental or emotional,
and they may include such things as depression,
anxiety, developmental disabilities, and learning
disabilities. Other problems that rehabilitation
psychologists treat might be physical, such as
addiction or chronic pain. In Rehabilitation center
counseling and individual sessions are conducted to assess, identify and may help in resolving
the gross root problems.

Physiotherapy
The importance of physiotherapy in rehabilitation services is well
recognized. The most modern physiotherapy services under the
supervision of qualified physiotherapists are available. Physiotherapy
improves the gross motor skills of the child by using latest equipment and
methods. Individual evaluation and personal attention to each patient /
client is the key towards the successful outcome of the therapy.

Occupational Therapy
Occupational Therapy is a modern treatment modality useful for the
physically and/or mentally disabled or handicapped. Patients are
referred for occupational therapy for one or more of the objectives
such that a specific treatment for the restoration of physical function,
joint range of motion, muscle strength and coordination. To achieve
these goals different gadgets are used. To teach self-help activities like
those of daily living such as eating, dressing and writing and the use of
adapted equipment and prosthesis. Instructions and advice helps the

disabled readjust to the domestic routines, adapt the household equipment and achieve work
simplification.
PUPPET SHOW
Puppets Can Help Develop Language and Communication

Hand puppets, finger puppets, and
marionettes all spark the interest of children.
Puppet theatres are important because they
provide a safe place behind the curtain, that
most children find less intimidating for
performing plays. Puppets offer children an
engaging way to interact and explore their
knowledge and understanding of the world.
For instance, when a child is able to talk
through a puppet suddenly sharing isn’t so scary. For many children, it opens up a new world
of communication that supports the acquisition of language skills. In fact, puppets are used
for therapeutic purpose to support the communication and development of children with
disabilities. Children learn to converse and formulate their thoughts and words to best convey
their message. One very effective way to develop children’s language skills with puppets is to
role-play with children to model oral language. This might mean modeling correct sentence
structure or introducing new vocabulary into the conversation.

Sensory Room
Sensory experiences promote self –
discovery and encourages a child to
explore new textures which in turn
supports social and emotional
development. Contribution textures
like dried beans, sand or cotton balls
promotes hand-eye coordination
and gives the opportunity for a child
to pinch, grasp and enhance fine
motor skills. As children discover
new textures and objects, they tend
to have a verbal response. Engaging
them in a sensory table is great way
to work on language development

Activities at Dar ul Sukun Quetta Center
I-Learn Girls Tuition Centre Essa Nagri Town
Independence Day Celebration
On August 14, Nations
celebrate
Independence Day to
rejoice and celebrate
the fruits of freedom
and progress, so did
Dar ul Sukun Quetta (ILearn Girls Tuition
Centre Essa Nagri Town). I-Learn Girls Tuition Centre came alive with all ages of girls wearing
colorful national dresses. They gathered to commemorate Independence of their homeland.
They sung National anthem and the flag raised to full mast followed by Takbeer. The “flag
hoisting” invoked patriotic feeling in all. Girls performed tableau, songs on the occasion to
salute the founder and heroes of Pakistan. They expressed their views that Pakistan came into
existence due to restless efforts of the great leader Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah.
Muhammad Ali Jinnah proved to be a great leader and his name has been written in golden
words in the history of Pakistan. At the end of the event girls, staff and guests enjoyed
refreshment.

WE (Stitching & Embroidery Centre)
Capacity Building Session for District Action Committee (DAC) members

WE (Stitching & Embroidery Centre) Quetta is a member of District Action Committee (DAC).
On this platform Home Net Pakistan organization arranged capacity building Training for DAC
members and WE program’s teachers.
Capacity building session was about equality and knowing inner potentials. Women’s
empowerment is an essential component to achieve gender equality. Equality is a
transformative process that aims to provide knowledge, techniques and tools to develop skills
and changes in attitudes & behaviors. It is a continuous and long-term process that requires
political will and commitment of all; in order to create inclusive society that recognize the
need. Being the part of the mainstream network WE’s staff and trainees had the opportunity
to learn from fellow organizations.

Activities at Dar ul Sukun Center for the Older People
Awareness Session on Verbal-Nonverbal Communication with the Elderly
An Awareness Session on Verbal & Non Verbal
Communication for Senior Citizens with Alzheimer’s
was conducted in COP with the title of “Stay Connect
with Your Loved One” session was conducted by Ms.
Anna Danial Branch Manager of Dar ul sukun Centre for
the older people. In which she shared the importance
of the connectivity with the parents and the
communication with the elderly. And, she involved the
youth
to
participate in this session. She highlighted the Nonverbal cues which are used by the children while
talking to their elderly. She sensitized the youth to
accept the elderly as they are in the process of Ageing
in which they forget things and becomes more senile
and most commonly go through the disease of
Alzheimer’s being their children it is our duty to assist
them to care for them and to give the quality time to
our parents and Grandparents.

Ageing Rights Working Group Session (ARWG)
ARWG Session on “Inclusive Economic Growth”
(SDGs 8) conducted by Ms. Kareema Baig Human
Right Activist on 6th August in this session the youth
also participated in which she elaborates the
sustainable development goals. That it is applied in all
ages
elderly
have the right
to be included
they have the right to have freedom, they have the right
to speak, they have the right for the decision making.
She discussed that if we want an inclusive growth we
should involve the elderly in the decision making and
give them the employment opportunities whenever
they want to work this is called the “the Inclusion of the
elderly in the Mainstream Society”.

Psychotherapy Session
Psychotherapy Session on “Re Mincing” organized on 7th August
conducted by the professional Dementia Care Center with the
Residents of DAR UL SUKUN in which they planned the different
activities for the assessment of their mental and cognitive skills
by using the different images for the stimulation of brain.

Beloved Resident Ms. Ruqiya was invited as Special Guest on the set of SAMMA, Morning
Show: (8th August)
On the set of SAMMA,
morning with Sanam
Baloch the TV Actress
and a host of show spend
her time with Ms. Ruqiya.
Therefore, Ruqiya spend
her quality time with the
celebrities and showed
her talent by playing the piano and by singing the songs.
She has great vocal sound that can melt the hearts by her positivity and happiness can bring
change in the world perspectives for the elderly.

Capacity Building Session:
Capacity Building Session on "Handling difficult situations
and behaviors" of Elderly with the caregiving Staff and
other staff members by Ms. Dheeraj Dill (Assistant
Manager) of Centre for the older people on 10th August. In
which she discussed about the different conditions of the
elderly by assessing the emerging need of the caregiving
staff to understand the challenging behaviors of the
elderly which includes aggression and repetitive
behaviors. And how to deal with the dementia patients the main root cause of these
conditions. She shared the solution to that how we overcome the caregiving stress with the
calming techniques.
Learning Landscape Session:
Learning
Landscape
Session
on
"Stroke in Old
Age" was given by
the students of
ISRA University on
12th August. In
which they discussed the sign and symptoms of stroke types and causes of stroke. The usual
illnesses in old age the fatal illness which can cause death. It is more commonly found in the
elderly group. By assessing the issues of the elderly the problem was discussed to manage
and the stroke patients.
Learning Landscape Session:
Learning landscape
session
was
organized on mental
health in old Age and
Alzheimer’s disease
by ISRA University
students. In which we
got to know the
Alzheimer’s causes and the pathology of this disease and
how can we lessen the effects of Alzheimer’s also Mental health was discussed through the
reference by WHO i.e. when person has these qualities he or she can be a healthy person
Environmental, financial, spiritual, Emotional, Intellectual, Physical, Social.

Re -Growing Emotional Well-being of Elderly: Film Therapy
On 24th August, 18 movie time was arranged for the elderly
to grow their emotions by reacting and responding to the
movie actions. That can boost their moods and their
wellbeing. Watching a movie can be revitalizing. It allows
us to disconnect, relax, and have a good time. Film therapy
uses scenes or entire movies to help people face fears. It
helps them become aware of their fears so that they can
work on overcoming them.

PHYSIO- TECHNIQUES MINIMAL ENERGY TECHNIQUES AND CERVICAL TRACTION:
Manual therapy techniques directed at improving musculoskeletal function or joint function,
and improving pain.
Minimal energy Techniques are used to treat
Somatic Dysfunction

Independence Day Celebration
On 13th August
HAQ
Academy
visited Centre for
the older people
to celebrate the
Independence
Day.
It
was
celebrated
with
the theme of Azam e Pakistan. The program included the singing and different dancing on
patriotic songs and also HAQ Academy participated in the poetry for the Independence Day.
Students celebrated their independence day with elderly. That promoted the inclusive
Pakistan.

Independence Celebration at Marriot Hotel
Dar ul sukun Centre for the
elderly was invited to
celebrate the Independence
Day for the cake cutting
ceremony.
And
by
distributing the flags to each
resident to have the right to be included in every celebration.

Pakistan Independence Day Celebration:
On 14th August
the
day
of
independence by
Promoting
the
inclusive society
while
encouraging
youth to spend
quality time with elderly. Independence Day was celebrated with the youth. The program had
the power of patriotism in the hearts of the youth and they have the love in their hearts for
the elderly that contributes a growth in the society.
Fruits Day (To Relish the Exotic Flavors)
Fruits Day were organized on 5th August at Centre for the
older people to celebrate and to introduce the
sweetness of the
fruits. That included
the
different
activities for the
residents in which
they
participated
fully in the quiz competition that creates a sense of selfworth and the curiosity of winning in the elderly in the
terms of fun and the identification of the different fruits for the recall of the memory.

1st Day of Eid ul Adha Celebration: 22nd August, 2018
Meaty Festive of Eid ul Adha Celebration was enjoyed by the residents with sharing love and
prosperity and to spread the sweetness of occasion by socializing and to spend quality time.

ECO- Therapy:
ECO Therapy Connecting with
the Nature for Mindfulness.
On 28th August, 2018 Centre
for
the
older
people
organized outdoor therapy
for the relaxation and to give
the Eco- Therapy. In which
they were connected to the nature by inhaling the fresh air and exhaling the negative vibes.
The connection with the nature was a boost up for the elderly and it had calming effects.

Bar B que Night with
the Elderly:
The festive of Eid ul
Adha is incomplete
without Bar B Que.
Hence, on 29thAugust,
18 Centre for the older
people organized the Barb que Part for the residents to enjoy the party by sharing love,
socializing together to have fun and to enjoy the various flavors of meat and to tantalize the
taste buds.

VISITS AT DAR UL SUKUN CENTRE FOR THE OLDER PEOPLE:
S.NO DATE
1.
13th August

ORGANIZER
DUS Centre for the
older people

VISITS
Mr. Omer Hamid
Khan Secretory
Benazir Income
Support Programme
Visited DAR UL
SUKUN Centre for
the Older People.

